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Activity significantly enhances the escape rate of a Brownian particle over a potential barrier. Whereas
constant activity has been extensively studied in the past, little is known about the effect of time-dependent
activity on the escape rate of the particle. In this paper, we study the escape problem for a Brownian particle
that is transiently active; the activity decreases rapidly during the escape process. Using the effective equilibrium
approach, we analytically calculate the escape rate under the assumption that the particle is either completely
passive or fully active when crossing the barrier. We perform numerical simulations of the escape process in one
dimension and find good agreement with the theoretical predictions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The escape rate of a Brownian particle over a potential
barrier is accurately described by Kramers theory [1]. It
states that for sufficiently large potential barriers and high
viscosity, the escape rate decreases exponentially with the
barrier height. The escape problem has been recently studied
in the context of active Brownian particles (ABPs), which
undergo self-propulsion in addition to Brownian motion
[2–4]. Contrary to Brownian particles, ABPs are subject to
both Brownian motion and a self-propulsion, which requires
a continual consumption of energy from the surroundings
[5–8]. The direction of self-propulsion is randomized on a
finite timescale, which is referred to as the persistence time.
Due to self-propulsion, active particles escape the potential
barrier at a much higher rate than their passive counterparts.
A quantitative description of the escape rate was provided
in Ref. [2] in which the authors derived a Kramers-like rate
expression for the escape of an active particle in the limit of
small persistence time, where the velocities are represented
by a stochastic variable and the orientations are not consid-
ered explicitly. In the case of small activity, the steady-state
properties that this model has predicted revealed fascinating
similarities with an equilibrium system [9]. It is also worth
mentioning that several sedimentation and trapping problems
can be treated analytically on the single-particle level [10].
A more general theoretical description of the escape process,
for both short and long persistence times, has been recently
reported in Ref. [4].
The escape of an ABP over a potential barrier has been
investigated for a time-independent activity [2–4]. However,
it is perhaps more reasonable to assume that the particle loses
activity over time and becomes passive. In a biological con-
text, for example, the activity of a molecular motor inside ani-
mal cells depends on the supply of fuel molecules, which may
decrease with time [11]. Time-dependent activity also features
in the energy depot model [12]. Furthermore, transient activity
can be obtained in synthetic ABPs such as light-driven Janus
particles that can be made passive by simply switching off
the laser [13]. Recently, time-varying activity fields have been
applied to noninteracting ABPs in three dimensions, showing
how traveling activity waves can induce fluxes [14]. Rapidly
changing activity is observed in the translocation of a polymer
chain across a membrane, on one side of which molecular
motors exert force on the polymer [15].
Motivated by these considerations, we study in this pa-
per the escape problem for an active Brownian particle that
rapidly becomes passive. That the activity is transient nat-
urally introduces a timescale in the system: the timescale
over which the particle can be considered active. If this
timescale is larger than the escape time of the particle over the
barrier, one can effectively ignore the transient nature of the
activity. On the contrary, if the timescale of the activity
is very short, the particle escapes the barrier as a passive
particle. Whereas the former corresponds to escape of an
active particle over the potential barrier [2–4], the latter is
the original Kramers escape problem. The most interesting
scenario corresponds to the intermediate timescale of activity
such that the escape process is partially active and partially
passive.
In this paper, we focus on the escape problem in one
dimension for a transiently active Brownian particle. We will
show that a quantitative description of the escape rate can be
obtained for the transiently active particle over a wide range of
activity timescale. Assuming that the particle escapes over the
barrier either as an active particle or as a passive particle, the
escape rate can be calculated using the effective equilibrium
approach [2,16]. This approach is a coarse-grained approach
in which the orientational degree of freedom of the particle is
integrated out and has been successfully applied to the escape
problem of active particles [2].
II. MODEL AND THEORY
We consider a one-dimensional system of a single
Brownian particle with time-dependent activity v(t ) with
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FIG. 1. Effective potentials φeff for different values of Da ob-
tained from Eq. (6). The solid red curve (Da = 0) is a special case
of Eq. (6) and corresponds to Eq. (2). Here α = 1, ω0 = 10, and
τ = 0.01. The results presented below are obtained for the value τ =
0.05, which is different from that for which the potential is sketched
here. For τ = 0.05, the effective potential exhibits an unphysical
divergence at a location beyond the potential barrier. The divergence
is, however, irrelevant for the performed analytics. We therefore
choose τ = 0.01 in this figure to avoid confusion.
coordinate x and orientation specified by an embedded unit
vector p. The orientation vector can point either along the
positive x-axis or the negative one. The switching between
these two states occurs at an average rate of τ−1 in an
independent, uncorrelated fashion. The motion of the particle
can be modeled by the Langevin equation
x˙(t ) = v(t ) p(t ) + γ −1F + η(t ), (1)
where γ is the friction coefficient, and the force on the particle
is generated from the external potential φ(x) according to
F =−∂φ/∂x. The distance is measured in units of d , the
particle diameter, and the time is measured in units of d2/Dt ,
where Dt is the translational diffusion constant. The stochastic
term η(t ) is Gaussian-distributed with zero mean and has
time correlation 〈η(t )η(t ′)〉 = 2Dtδ(t − t ′). As in Ref. [2], we
choose the following form for the external potential:
βφ(x) = 12ω0x2 − α|x|3, (2)
where β = 1/kBT , and ω0 and α are parameters (see Fig. 1).
We note that the chosen potential is not special, and the
presented approach is valid for a wide range of potentials.
The third derivative is nonanalytic at the origin, however this
feature does not influence the results presented below.
An intuitive choice for the time evolution of the propulsion
speed is a decreasing function. We propose a class of models
that can be used to describe such decay, the generalized
exponential model of order n (GEM-n). We assume the self-
propulsion speed to have the specific form
v(t ) = v0e−(t/t0 )n , (3)
where v0 is the initial self-propulsion speed and t0 is the
characteristic decay time. We note that the specific choice of
functional form used to model the decay of the activity is not
important. The exponent n controls the rate of transition from
active to passive state; for n = 0 the particle is always active
and for n → ∞ the activity drops to zero discontinuously at
t = t0.
We are interested in the escape rate of a particle starting
at the origin that escapes over the potential barrier and is
captured by a sink located sufficiently far from the barrier.
It can be shown, in the case of constant self-propulsion speed
v(t ) = v0, that in the long-time limit t  τ the probability
density distribution of a freely diffusing ABP (no external
potential) reduces to a Gaussian with the diffusion constant
[3,17]
D = Dt + Da = Dt + v
2
0τ
2
, (4)
where Da = v20τ/2 is the coefficient of diffusion due to the
active motion of the particle.
The effective equilibrium approach [2,16] describes ABPs
in an external potential. In this approach, one obtains an ap-
proximate Fokker-Planck equation with an effective external
potential φeff (x) and an effective position-dependent diffusion
constant D(x):
D(x) = Dt + Da1 + τDtd2 βφ′′(x)
, (5)
βφeff(x) =
∫ x
0
dy
βφ′(y) + D′(y)/Dt
D(y)/Dt
. (6)
The effective diffusion constant is determined jointly by
the activity and the external potential. This last quantity will
reduce to the expression in Eq. (4) when there is no external
potential, corresponding to free diffusion.
The expressions in Eqs. (5) and (6) were obtained under the
assumption [2,16,18] that the stochastic process correspond-
ing to time evolution of the orientation vector can be con-
sidered as a Gaussian noise process with a finite correlation
time. However, the mapping is only approximate because the
process is not Gaussian. This is most evident in one dimension
where the process is a random telegraphic process. However,
as shown in Ref. [3], the effective equilibrium approach
provides an excellent description of an escaping ABP in one
dimension. As we show below, the approach also yields an
accurate description in the case of transient activity. For the
sake of completeness, the expression for the escape rate, ract,
for a constant self-propelled velocity obtained in the effective
equilibrium approach is given as [2]
ract = rpass exp
(
Da
(
βE0 − ω0τDt/d2
)
Dt + Da
)
, (7)
where rpass = βDtω0 exp(−βE0)/(2π ) is the escape rate of a
passive particle over a single potential barrier described by
Eq. (2), and βE0 = ω30/(54α2) is the height of the barrier.
In case of transient activity as in Eq. (3), n → ∞ cor-
responds to the case of a Brownian particle with constant
activity v0 for 0  t  t0. For t > t0, the particle is passive.
We first calculate the mean escape time for this particular case
in an approximate fashion. We numerically obtain the distri-
bution of the first passage time ξ for an ABP with constant
activity. We then numerically integrate this distribution over
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the time interval 0  t  t0. This integral, which we refer to
as , is the fraction of the total number of particles that escape
the potential barrier before t = t0, i.e., the particle escapes
the barrier in an active state. We assume that the rest of the
particles, with the fraction (1 − ), escape the barrier in a
passive state. We then approximate the mean escape rate r of
the transiently active Brownian particle as a weighted sum of
these two contributions:
r =
(

ract
+ 1 − 
rpass
)−1
, (8)
where ract and rpass are the mean escape rates for active and
passive particles, respectively [Eq. (7)]. For more accurate re-
sults, ract can be replaced by the average escape rate extracted
from the distributions of the simulated first passage times ξ for
an ABP with constant activity. In the second term of the above
expression, the position of the (passive) particle at t = t0 is
completely ignored. It is assumed that the mean escape time
of the particle is the same as that of a passive particle starting
at origin. This is a rather strong assumption. Even though the
particle ceases to be active after t0, it would escape the barrier
faster than a passive particle starting at the origin. Therefore,
the expression in Eq. (8) is an underestimation of the escape
rate.
Whereas the time scale t0 clearly marks the onset of passive
behavior in the case of n → ∞, there is no such distinction
(for t  t0) between active and passive state for finite n.
Despite this limitation, we continue to use the rate expression
in Eq. (8) for finite n. For finite n, we redefine a characteristic
timescale of activity as
˜t0 = t021/n . (9)
˜t0 is the timescale at which the active diffusion coefficient
reduces by a factor of e. Admittedly, this rescaled timescale
is defined in an arbitrary fashion and is model-dependent.
Nevertheless, it allows us to test the usefulness of Eq. (8) in
predicting the escape rate of a transiently active Brownian
particle for all n. With this new timescale, for finite n, the
fraction of particles escaping over the barrier in an active state
is estimated as the integral of the first passage time distribution
over the time interval 0  t  ˜t0.
Before presenting the results, we give a brief description
of the simulations performed in this study. We set the particle
size to d = 1. Time is always measured in units of d2/Dt ,
and since we have chosen Dt = 1 together with kBT = 1,
the friction coefficient takes the value γ = 1. Equation (1)
is integrated in time to generate the particle trajectory by
advancing time in steps of dt = 2 × 10−3. The integral of
the stochastic process η(t ) over a time interval dt is taken
as a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance∫ dt
0
∫ dt
0 〈η(s)η(s′)〉ds ds′ = 2Dt dt . At every time step, the ori-
entation of the particle is flipped with a probability dt/τ .
Without loss of generality, the persistence time is fixed for
the remainder of this work at a value τ = 5 × 10−2.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 2 we show different self-propelled speed functions
for varying exponent n. In the first part of this section, we
FIG. 2. Different self-propelled speed functions for varying ex-
ponent n.
focus on the case in which the exponent is set to n = 8. The
particles are trapped in an external potential well described by
Eq. (2). We discuss a specific set of parameters: α = 1 and
ω0 = 10. These parameters are chosen to be the same as in
Refs. [2] and [3]. The initial self-propelled speed is set to
v0 = 10, leading to an initial rotational diffusion coefficient
D0a = 2.5. In Fig. 3 we show the simulation results in the
case of constant activity, i.e., t0 → ∞. As we can see, the
first passage times (FPTs) ξ are mostly concentrated on short
timescales, between roughly t = 1 and t = 104. On the other
hand, in the case of passive particles, i.e., v0 = 0, the single
events span over much longer timescales, between roughly
t = 105 and 109 (see Fig. 4). For these two extreme cases,
the mean first passage time (MFPT) is well estimated by the
FIG. 3. Probability distribution of the FPT for active particles
with constant activity. In the inset, the same quantities on a linear
scale. The data are fitted (solid line) by a Gamma distribution of the
form [(k)θ ]−1t k−1e−t/θ , where k is the shape parameter, θ is the
scale parameter, and  is the Gamma function. We obtained k = 1.00
and θ = θA ≈ 228 numerically. Number of simulated trajectories
N = 75 000.
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FIG. 4. Probability distribution of the FPT for passive particles.
Number of simulated trajectories N = 300.
theory presented in Ref. [3] and can be obtained analytically
using Eq. (7). The rate of escape can be obtained as the
inverse of the MFPT. We focus now on an intermediate
situation in which the activity decreases in time and behaves
according to Eq. (3). We compare hereafter these results with
the distributions obtained in Figs. 3 and 4. We denote the
MFPT of the active particles with constant activity as θA.
For the set of parameters used here, θA ≈ 228. In Fig. 5(a)
we show the results for t0 = 104, corresponding to a ratio
t0/θA ≈ 44. As can be seen, the distribution is very similar to
that obtained in Fig. 3, which is an indication that the particles
escaped the barrier before losing their activities. In Fig. 5(b)
we look at the case in which t0 = 103, corresponding to a
ratio t0/θA ≈ 4.4. It appears clear that some particles could
not escape from the barrier before losing their activities. This
fact will have a strong influence on the MFPT, as we will
discuss later. Finally, in Fig. 5(c) the results are for t0 = 100,
corresponding to a ratio t0/θA ≈ 0.44. From this distribution
we can conclude that the majority of the particles behave like
passive particles. By decreasing the characteristic time t0, the
distribution will converge to the one corresponding to pass-
ive particles. Figure 5 confirms the hypothesis that the FPTs
arise either from particles behaving actively or passively. As
one can see in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), in those cases in which
the two timescales are on the same order, i.e., t0/θA ≈ 1, the
MFPT is more complicated to treat. The two limiting cases
(i) t0/θA  1 and (ii) t0 	 θA can be understood as follows.
In the case described by (i), the MFPT of a particle with
time-dependent activity can be approximated by θA. In the
situation described in (ii), the MFPT can be approximated by
the MFPT of passive particles θP. To estimate the MFPT for
the intermediate cases we use Eq. (8). In Fig. 6 we compare
our predictions with numerical simulations [note that Eq. (8)
describes the rate of escape over a single barrier, however
the simulations are performed in a potential well. One has
to divide the numerically obtained rates by a factor of 2]. As
one can see, both the GEM-8 and the GEM-∞ models are
consistent with our simple theory. The simulated distribution
of the first passage time of an active particle is well fitted by a
FIG. 5. In (a) t0 = 104, N = 2 × 104. The probability distribu-
tion looks very close to the one obtained in the case of constant
activity, meaning that most of the particles escaped the potential
before losing the activity. In (b) t0 = 103, N = 800. In (c) t0 = 100,
N = 200.
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FIG. 6. GEM-∞ particles: the dark solid line represents the pre-
diction of Eq. (8) where the value of ract is obtained from Eq. (7) and
the light dashed line represents the prediction of Eq. (8) using ract =
θ−1A . GEM-8 particles: the light solid line represents the prediction
of Eq. (8) where the value of ract is obtained from Eq. (7) and the
dark dotted line represents the prediction of Eq. (8) using ract = θ−1A .
Numerical simulations: passive Brownian particles (hexagon), GEM-
8 particles (circles), and GEM-∞ particles (triangles).
Gamma distribution (see the inset of Fig. 3). The weight  can
therefore be expressed as  = ∫ t00 1θA e−t/θA dt . Using the latter
form in Eq. (8), the rate of escape increases exponentially for
small t0/θA. This behavior is evident in Fig. 6.
IV. CONCLUSION
We investigated the mean first passage time of an active
Brownian particle with time-dependent activity escaping a
barrier in one dimension using numerical simulations. The
particle undergoes a telegraphic process described by the
average rate τ and with a self-propulsion speed decreasing in
time. We have modeled the time dependence of the activity
with a step function taking either the maximum self-propelled
speed v0 or zero (passive particle). This allows us to estimate
the mean first passage time by simply performing a weighted
sum of contributions arising either from a constantly active
particle or a passive particle. To perform analytics, we made
the assumption that the motion of a freely diffusing ABP can
be described at all times by the ordinary diffusion equation
with the diffusion constant given in Eq. (4). This is a rea-
sonable assumption only under the self-consistency condition
that the MFPT is much larger than τ , which is a limitation
of this approach. The theoretical predictions of Eq. (8) are in
good agreement with our numerical simulations. We chose to
describe the activity with the so called generalized exponen-
tial model (GEM) of order n = ∞ and n = 8, however the
approach that we propose can be applied to different time-
dependent activities, as long as the two MFPTs (θA for active
particles and θP for passive particles) are widely separated
from each other, that is, θP
θA
 1, and the transition from active
particle to passive particle happens on a short timescale. The
validity of the theoretical prediction is limited to low/medium
activities. We focused on a single trapping potential, but this
approach can be extended to any other external potential. In
this work, we focused on a simple one-dimensional problem.
It will be of interest to extend this approach to higher dimen-
sions with the goal of treating more realistic problems. The
richer case of gradually changing activity will be addressed in
the near future.
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